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00:02 START OF TAPE MP-FH39: SIDE A

00:02 Tape identification

For people who might be listening to this tape, Graeme, some information about you - can you 
tell me first where and when you were born.



00:33 Yes. Born in Sydney in 1943, Waverley, and grew up in Sydney, went to school in 

Sydney, did Architecture at Sydney University, graduated in 1966 as an architect. 

Registered, then worked with a number of private firms between 1965 and 1974 when 

I then joined the Housing Commission of New South Wales, as it was then, later to 

become the Department of Housing and I worked there from 1974 to 1989.

Used to be the Housing Commission.

Used to be the Housing Commission.

What about your family, did give a little bit of background about their history.

01:22 My father, again born in Sydney, lived in Sydney, grew up in Sydney. He was a 

minister of religion in the Congregational Church, now the Uniting Church. My mother 

again, was a Sydneysider, grew up here, lived here, went to school here.

You went to Shore School before you went to Sydney University?

I did.

Any pleasant experiences of that time.

01:54 One of the most interesting periods I suppose was my final year when I did 

Modern History and I had a particularly good teacher and I’ve always enjoyed history 

but he really made history live. I guess part of my interest architecturally has also been 

in some housing history, not so much architectural history but the history of housing, 

and that came together, I suppose, with joining the Housing Commission, Department 

of Housing, because of the depth of information on the history of housing in New 

South Wales particularly.

So what did you study about the history of housing?

02:35 Well I tried to find out a little bit more about the beginnings of the Housing 

Commission and the Housing Board as it was originally. The first Labor Government in 

New South Wales in 1910 of course had all of those social objectives, I suppose, that 

we associate with a Socialist party. I guess again, coming from my background as a 

minister’s son I had been exposed to social need and awareness and I guess those come 

together. I’d also been working in private enterprise, as I said before, helping people 

make a lot of money which really didn’t interest me, so I thought it was time to do 

something responsible and that is really why I joined the Housing Commission.

Now when you were at the Department of Housing what was your first job there? What kind 
of assignments did they put you on to?
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03:36 Well my first job was heading up a small team, they had an Architectural Branch 

and I was heading up a small team there that did one-off designs I suppose, and in some 

cases some siting of some standard designs. It wasn’t particularly interesting, I must say, 

and after three months the Assistant Architect of the time was trying to get together a 

team to do Woolloomooloo, housing at Woolloomooloo, because the Whitlam Federal 

Government had decided to finance the Woolloomooloo area and the Commonwealth 

had large land holdings there as well and it wanted an agency because it didn’t have one 

itself to undertake the work, and that became the Housing Commission. So I held up 

my hand as being interested in historic older housing, as a lot of people weren’t at the 

Housing Commission - they would have pulled all the old houses down, so that was my 

first job then from I guess the second half of 1974 onwards. 

04:50 I worked in Woolloomooloo in a multi-disciplinary project team, which had a 

planner, an architect - that was me - an engineer and a couple of drafts people and a 

Housing Officer. We went into Woolloomooloo and really played it by the seat of our 

pants because nobody had really done that sort of thing here in Australia, certainly not 

in the Housing Commission before - that was looking at the existing housing stocks, 

what value it had both architecturally and in terms of reasonable housing stock, but 

also looking for housing opportunities for building new housing - what we like to call 

in-fill housing - settling it in between the historic terraced houses of Woolloomooloo, 

and so on. Again, a lot of people are aware of the Woolloomooloo project and they 

think of it as just old terrace houses, but in fact it had a large component also of new 

housing.

Was the Minister for the Woolloomooloo project Tom Uren?

05:50 No, Tom Uren was certainly instrumental in being involved in it, but we, as New 

South Wales as a State – because he was a Federal Member of Parliament – and I can’t 

even remember who was the Minister at the time. It was a slightly different 

arrangement because it was as the Housing Commission of New South Wales: we 

reported to a Board of Commissioners, so there wasn’t the same direct ministerial 

control as there was in later years when it became a Department of Housing. I can’t 

remember off the top of my head who was the original Minister, McGinty, I think might 

have been the original Member who was in fact a Liberal. It was strange, because there 

was a Federal Labor government and a State Liberal government at the time, or 
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Coalition government. But I think it is fair to say that both the Chairman of the 

Housing Commission Jack Bourke, a very famous person involved with housing in New 

South Wales, was not really interested in terrace housing stock, he was fired up with 

the enthusiasm to knock everything down to the ground and build high-rise towers as 

he had seen them in England and other places. 

07:00 So this little team was somewhat out on a limb doing something that wasn’t 

really necessarily terribly popular, but it was the brief that had been given and there was 

an arrangement between the Federal government, the New South Wales government 

and the City Council to go ahead and do this project. It really was an anti-high-rise 

project, I suppose, in that it was looking to increase densities without going into high-

rise housing. So I worked in that role for some time. I then became the Officer-in-

Charge of the Woolloomooloo team in June 1981, when the planner left and went to 

Melbourne.

07:41 A little later, in the next year, I became what was called team leader of the Inner 

City Project Team and we were actually given a number of other jobs of a similar sort 

of nature to undertake: one of them was at Daceyville, the Dacey Garden Suburb, 

which again had historic housing which had been built by the Housing Board from 1914 

onwards – they did the ground works in 1912, so this neatly tied up my interest in the 

housing history of New South Wales because this was amongst the first public housing 

in New South Wales, certainly the first public housing estate. Though of course there 

had been public housing of a sort at Millers Point with the Housing Board, in fact 

providing I think the original architect who was attached to the Sydney Harbour Trust 

as it became - it later became the Maritime Services Board. So again, an interesting 

conjunction of history and housing.

08:48 That later developed into a role where I became Manager of Urban Renewal 

within eventually the Department of Housing in October 1986. Again, all of the work 

that I was doing was what is now called Urban Design - it wasn’t called that in those 

days, it was really looking beyond architecture, beyond individual buildings, and looking 

also at the planning: how one could develop in-fill housing, how one could improve the 

existing housing by rehabilitating it, as it became known, and so I tend to use these 

terms, rehabilitation, for the older housing stock which is brought up to current 

acceptable standards while having an eye to its history, in terms of how it looks but also 
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its housing history and seeing if one can do something about preserving the original 

look of the place. It is not, I suppose, what at the time would have been promoted by 

various people who are into the Historic Houses Trust and so on, but it was more 

trying to make the best of the existing housing stock because our tenants had certain 

expectations. They certainly didn’t expect whale oil lamps and they certainly didn’t 

expect outside toilets, or no toilets, and they certainly did expect running water inside 

the houses. Whereas if they had been taken back to their pre-1850s style in some of 

the areas that we were dealing with at Woolloomooloo and also to some extent in 

Millers Point they wouldn’t have appreciated that. 

10:40 So it was a somewhat pragmatic approach, but being careful to preserve at least 

the facades of houses that contributed to the streetscape and where possible to do 

some reconstruction and bring places back to a former state where balconies had been 

filled in with fibro additions and so on, to try and return them to a former state. Always 

pretty difficult, of course, to know what former state they were going back to.

11:12 So my job became very much also about trying to manage the process of urban 

renewal because we had people who were living in houses in circumstances that were 

far from ideal and certainly not up to current expectations in terms of bathroom and 

kitchen facilities inside the houses. In some cases the houses were in a very bad state of 

repair, they had rising damp, they had falling damp, they had all sorts of physical 

problems associated with old buildings which needed to be rectified. The problem of 

doing it, of course, is how do you that when people didn’t really want to move out, 

which then resulted in involving oneself in a process of playing musical houses, I 

suppose. Trying to get some houses that were vacant that could be brought up to an 

acceptable standard, moving people into them out of their existing housing, and then 

doing that piece of housing up, so it was a case of musical houses, as I’d like to describe 

it.

12:18 Going on then to actual involvement in Millers Point - my first involvement was 

peripheral in that the process of handing over Millers Point to the Department of 

Housing was quite complex because I think there were certainly some concerns 

amongst the existing residents, and particularly amongst boarding house proprietors 

that the Department of Housing may change the nature of the suburb and change the 

nature of their tenancies, or what they saw as their ability to hand on their tenancies. 
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But there had been prior to April 1986, when I was given responsibility for Millers 

Point, some in-fill housing done. Phillip Cox, a well-known architect had been engaged, 

earlier on, I think probably three of four years earlier, to build some houses on some 

land that was made available and that was done. That also gave us the ability to move 

some people out of the worst of the housing stock in the Millers Point area. 

13:41 I also physically moved with my team, which by this stage was thirty-five plus 

people because we were dealing with a number of these large inner-city jobs to Millers 

Point. The office in Windmill Street was opened on 15 December 1986 and I worked 

down there at Millers Point, really overseeing the whole of the team’s effort, because as 

I say we had a number of sites like the Dacey Garden Suburb, Glebe, which is the old 

Commonwealth Glebe Estate, Lyndhurst, which is the area round the historic home, 

Lyndhurst, there in Glebe, some work in East Sydney that we had taken over from 

abandoned freeway land, Waterloo, which was a non-high-rise area and Woolloomooloo 

of course and a few other smaller sites. So as I say there was a team of thirty-five odd 

people, most of whom were at that stage down at Millers Point, not all of them, but of 

course only a small team working on Millers Point itself. Some of the people there had 

been working there before in a previous arrangement which the Department of 

Housing had down there.

What was the objective of the Department of Housing regarding Millers Point? What do you 
think they were trying to achieve?

15:15 Well it is a good question and part of the problem I think also is that it changed, 

because there was a change of government and there was also a change of direction 

within the Department of Housing itself, the directors changed and so on. Initially, and I 

think this became part of the problem, the Maritime Services Board really were only 

interested in running the business of the Maritime Services Board, which is ports and 

docks and things, which is what they were originally set up to do. It was an historical 

accident, if you like, after the plague and clearing of the bad housing stock down there 

that they became a landlord, and in fact became more than a landlord because Millers 

Point became, what I would describe as a company town, it provided housing principally 

for people who worked on the docks, everything from wharf labourers upwards or 

downwards, depending on your point of view. That happened after 1906, 1908, 

whenever the first housing stock was built down there. 
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16:31 So a lot of people living in Millers Point knew each other because they worked 

together and there were a lot of families who had grown up in Millers Point and were 

able to hand on their tenancy to their children, who in turn handed it on to their 

children. So there was an expectation, certainly amongst some of the existing tenants, 

that the security of tenure might be affected by the Department of Housing becoming 

involved. As I mentioned before also there were a number of boarding houses which 

were run as a commercial operation by some of the boarding house mums and who 

provided a very needy service because they were providing accommodation to single 

people in places very close to the city at quite reasonable rents. They also felt that their 

tenure, or their ability to be able to say yea or nay to tenants would be taken away 

from them.

17:35 To some extent also the Department of Housing was changing, post-Second 

Word War, when it was really established the Housing Commission was very much an 

organisation which was seeking to build housing for rental and it was really seen in the 

British mould perhaps, as an alternative to home ownership, it was just another form of 

housing tenure. Increasingly however, because less money was available and more 

people were seen as not finding their way in the open market governments if they 

wanted to, tended turn the money supply down a bit and also increasingly the Housing 

Commission then, the Department of Housing, became an organization which was 

looking for providing housing for welfare cases, not so much social housing as welfare 

housing. I think this also was a concern of the tenants of Millers Point, they saw 

themselves as certainly being in the social housing category but not in the welfare 

housing category because they were workers, they were on a wage and so on. I think 

they also felt that, because of the way the Department of Housing operated they may 

lose their tenancy because they were earning good wages and increasingly people who 

were more at the welfare end of the market would be introduced. That really was the 

big dilemma. When we took over there was great concern amongst those who were 

living down there that they were going to dispossessed.

19:23  Fortunately we were able to put together with the people who managed the 

tenancies a reasonably attractive package, which said basically that people could 

continue to have their tenancies continued, but of course there would need to be some 

adjustment in the rent that they paid, they wouldn’t be subsidised in the same way that 
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they were before and that wasn’t quite the message they wanted to hear. The dilemma 

came much more with what was styled the commercial leases, obviously shops and so 

on were one thing and a lot of the shop keepers said, ‘If you put the rent up to 

something you regard as commercial we can’t afford to be here any more and any 

services that are provided down here will go.’ Some of that was bluff and some of it 

wasn’t - some of them did go because they couldn’t afford to pay extra. Similarly the 

boarding house proprietors felt that if they were going to be charged something like a 

commercial rent on some of the big houses they were using as boarding houses they 

couldn’t afford to stay any longer. In fact there were all sorts of injunctions and 

unpleasantness, I suppose, over that because they felt perhaps their livelihood was going 

to be taken away and it was principally because they felt that they couldn’t set the rents 

and control who the tenants were, they would have that prerogative taken away from 

them. When I left Millers Point, and in fact left the Department of Housing, that 

certainly hadn’t been resolved and I left at the middle of 1989.

So when you actually came to Millers Point you were rehabilitating the houses for the 
Department?

21:30 The first thing that we did I suppose was to look at we have got, that is what I 

had always done, to try and establish what the housing stock was. All too often that had 

been done through desk-top surveys, that people pulled out computer lists, very crude 

computer lists they were, or handwritten or typed lists of properties that they had and 

there was always conjecture on the numbers. Again, it was confused, or complicated if 

you like by the boarding houses, were they one tenancy to the head tenant and a 

number of sub-tenants or what? Some places just didn’t appear on the lists and 

whether those people were paying rent or not I don’t know -  in fact I know some of 

them weren’t, and there were certainly some strange arrangements which we came 

across. So principally it was about finding out firstly what was there.

22:27 The second thing was to undertake an historical survey and I recognised that 

this place was a very important place, not only in terms of history but in terms of the 

development of the City of Sydney itself. We commissioned a number of historical 

surveys to really look at the heritage elements, to try and find out through employing a 

professional who would go back through the records and look at which pieces of 

housing stock were in fact valuable. They were ones that weren’t necessarily listed by 

the National Trust because the National Trust tended to do  just ‘windscreen’ jobs, this 
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was looking at it in a bit more detail. We certainly did find out a lot more about the 

housing stock. We also undertook an archaeological survey, or at least a survey to 

indicate to us where we might have archaeological remains. Of course it is always very 

difficult - are you talking about pre-white settlement or not. There are sites and the 

Sydney Foreshore Authority did find in some of the area in The Rocks some pre-white 

sites of some importance, and of course post-settlement sites of great importance as 

well. That was undertaken so that we could try and identify and at least write into any 

of the building projects that we did some concern for archaeological discovery.

What was the state of the housing stock? I mean a lot of those buildings were built at the turn 
of the century.

24:24 Very mixed, and that again was part of the surveys that we undertook, trying to 

come to grips with what the state of the housing stock was. Most of it was okay, some 

of it was in reasonable condition and some of it was poor, it certainly wasn’t as bad as 

some of the housing that we were involved in at Woolloomooloo, or Waterloo, or 

Glebe for that matter. Yes, it certainly did need to be brought up to current 

expectations and that was one of the concerns that we had, that people at least did 

have reasonable kitchens and bathrooms. This however becomes a problem when you 

are dealing with heritage housing stock and heritage can still be the stuff that was built 

in the 1920s. So we endeavoured, as best we could, to try and get into all of the places 

and do a survey of all those places. We weren’t successful, but that was the objective, to 

try and look at all of the housing stock that was there and to make some plans, if you 

like and after all that was our job, as to how we might be able to undertake that. We 

had certainly done that on all of the other sites, we looked at the stock we had, 

identified the ones that were in the greatest need, tried to play musical houses and 

move people out so we could get packages of dwellings together because it was very 

difficult to take salt and pepper rehabilitation, particularly where services involved. Of 

course that was going to be one of the major concerns that we had, was just looking at 

the state of the sewers and the provision of electricity and gas and so on. 

26:22 So we also undertook that and did a number of mission drawings, because again 

we didn’t have the information which architects need to have, a drawing - a picture with 

a thousand words - so that we could put together again documents for rehabilitating 

these houses. We also undertook, using private consultants, statements of significance, 

trying to identify just what was valuable. It wasn’t just the housing stock, there were 
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also other things that had heritage significance associated with the period of 

development from the early part of the colony through the Plague and all of that. That 

came up eventually with a housing stock profile which at least said we have so many 

houses of one-bedroom, two-bedrooms, seven, eight or nine, I think some of the big 

houses that were used as boarding houses had more than that. We were then at least 

able to have statistically also a picture of what was there.

27:52 Government departments are incredibly statistically driven, of course, they have 

numbers, and I’m terrible with numbers, but we did at least come up with some 

numbers which were, for example, the development potential, that is including rooming 

houses, that was 426 dwellings. There is always argument, of course of what constitutes 

a dwelling, but with all the qualifications that we made that is what we said. We were 

able to put together a number of packages to rehabilitate some existing housing stock, 

because, as I said before, we had really built on all the in-fill sites before I became 

involved. In the 1987/88 year we completed twenty-two dwellings and in the 1998/89 

we completed six dwellings, but for a total of sixty-seven completions because that 

happened in previous years as well, but we had under construction at June 1989 108 

dwellings – now the majority of those, of course, were rehabilitations.

29:16 END OF TAPE MP-FH39: SIDE A

----------------------------------------------------------------------

29:17 START OF TAPE MP-FH39 SIDE B

29:18 Tape identification

29:28 You questioned earlier the involvement perhaps of politicians. In March 1988 

there was a Liberal-Country Party Government came in. Previously there had been a 

Labor Government and on the 1 January 1986 the Department of Housing came into 

existence, and so the old Housing Commission was no more, much more direct 

ministerial involvement and the Minister then was Frank Walker and the new Director 

was Michael Ayres, who again had a background from Department of Urban and 
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Regional Development and he was also into finance and such things.

Is the Greiner Government you are talking about now?

30:25 No, this was before the Greiner Government, this is the Labor Government. So 

the Department of Housing came into being on the 1 January 1986 and it wasn’t until 

March 1988 that the Greiner Government came in, Liberal-Country Party Government, 

and then the Minister I think was Joe Schipp. Of course that coincided, I suppose, with 

our involvement at Millers Point. Whereas we’d got off to a flying start with a Labor 

Government who was interested in doing what it could to make Millers Point part of 

the Department of Housing domain things certainly took a change in 1988 when the 

Greiner Government came in. That was principally, I suppose, for a couple of reasons - 

one of them was that Liberal governments, particularly the Greiner Government, was 

looking to devolve itself of the sorts of involvements that Labor governments had in 

public housing. I mean generally the Greiner Government was very much about small 

government and not really particularly interested in putting a lot of public money into 

public housing.

31:54 Coincidentally, Joe Schipp, who became the Minister for Housing, had been a 

vociferous critic, I suppose, of the Department of Housing’s involvement in Millers Point 

and Shirley Ball, who was one of the boarding house proprietors had thrown in her lot 

with him, and in fact she was able to influence quite heavily, I think, what happened early 

on in that government and in the Schipp ministry, which is unfortunate because I think 

it brought out a lot of unpleasantness which really needn’t have been there. It tended to 

be a focus on the boarding houses rather than all the rest of the work that we were 

trying to do with all the rest of the people in Millers Point.

32:48 Certainly there were a lot of factions in Millers Point, as there always are in 

these areas, I think as I mentioned before obviously there were the old Maritime 

Services Board employee families who perhaps were in their third generation in the 

same house and certainly in the same area, there were people, again, like Shirley Ball 

who had been there for an awfully long time and who had run a boarding house for an 

awfully long time and didn’t want to see any change to her tenure. There were some 

other people who were just cranky and I guess you get them everywhere as well. There 

were some people who were generally concerned to see that the housing stock was 

brought up to current and acceptable standards. And there were of course some 
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people who were now coming into the area who the Maritime Services people felt 

didn’t belong, they were outsiders, but they were the people who were part of the 

welfare housing push that inevitably came with the Labor Government.

You were talking earlier about rehabilitating a number of houses every year and the first year 
you said there were twenty-two houses and the second year you said there were six, in the 
1988/89 year, was this rehabilitation or was it renovation? What were you doing in there?

34:11 Well, I tend to use the word rehabilitation rather than renovation. What we 

always tried to do with any of the heritage housing stock was to bring it back to its 

former glory, certainly externally - this wasn’t always possible internally because of 

changes that happened over time, or because of cost. To do a true heritage 

reconstruction job costs a lot of money and that certainly was part of the problem. The 

Department of Housing, on the one hand, certainly in the initial stages was happy to be 

involved, saw this as a wonderful opportunity to get housing stock very close to the 

city that could be made available to people who had a need for it, but then there was 

the clash of interest with those people who from the Maritime Services Board, families, 

who saw themselves as the natural inheritors of those tenancies.

35:17 The other thing that we did try and alert the Department of Housing to was 

the fact that Millers Point was going to cost an awful lot more in bringing houses up to 

current standards, but also respecting the heritage values and components of those 

houses than it had on any of the other sites. Over the period that I had been involved 

this tended always to be the problem, that the Department of Housing saw that it 

could build new houses in far-flung western suburbs for ‘x’ number of dollars and in 

rehabilitating existing housing stock in the inner city it was costing ‘x’ plus ‘y’ and the 

question always was: why is this so? The answer always was that when you are dealing 

with heritage stock and individual houses, which had individual quirks and needed 

individual attention you couldn’t bring them down to be ‘x’ dollars, they had to be ‘x’ 

plus ‘y’. The concern, I suppose, at Millers Point - it was going to be ‘x’ plus ‘y’ plus ‘z’:  it 

was going to be even more because increasingly as we delved into the history of the 

housing stock we realised that we did have some pretty old houses which had some 

wonderful historic associations and which really did need an awful lot of money spent 

on them. 

36:45 This the Department of Housing baulked at even, when there was a Labor 

government and it baulked even more when there was a Liberal government. So on the 
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one hand they were happy to see houses brought up to a reasonable standard, improve 

the bathroom, improve the kitchen, but why are you spending all this money on the 

exterior? Why are you replacing slates with imported slates from Wales? Why are you 

recreating cast-iron in cast-aluminium, sand-cast in special foundries and so on? Why 

are you introducing all of these extra expenses into the housing stock? I suppose while 

it wasn’t an issue it was a concern.

Surely they didn’t expect that you could make a wrought iron railing out of aluminium?

37:48  Oh we did, we had, way back from Woolloomooloo days. Far easier to cast in 

aluminium that it is to do it in cast-iron – again, technology moved on. Some purists of 

course would say if you are doing recreations that they should be in the original 

materials, but of course if you take that again to its logical conclusion it does mean that 

the walls have to be plastered with lime that has been ground up from seashells and 

you use horsehair to bind it, and so on. There has to be some pragmatism, it is always a 

question of degree and how valuable the fabric of the house is. I think increasingly, in 

some of the older houses that would have become an issue because some of them, as I 

say, were houses of quite some antiquity and which did have historic associations with 

sea captains or whoever, all sorts of interesting historical people. If it had have been in 

the Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority area they would have spent that sort of 

money and done that sort of promotion, but of course it couldn’t have been a house 

which we could have let to public housing tenants and that was the dilemma.

Now when the Greiner Government came to power back in 1988 they had a different 
attitude, didn’t they, how would you characterise their attitude towards public housing 
compared to the Labor Government’s attitudes?

39:24 I think it was generally an attitude toward small government rather than big 

government. Certainly I can’t knock him for it but Greiner wanted to reduce the state 

debt and went about it in an accountant sort of way of slashing expenditure and 

certainly it wasn’t philosophically, I suppose, part of his brief to provide more and 

expensive public housing. This has always been the dilemma between conservative 

governments and socialist governments as to the sort of amount of money that people 

should spend looking after those who are less fortunate than ourselves.

But the Greiner Government also had an agenda to try and sell it off to private enterprise, 
didn’t they?

40:17 It did, certainly what could be sold. That again has been a recurring theme, I 
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suppose, through changes of government and changes of attitude that….. one argument 

is here is a very valuable piece of real estate, Millers Point right in the heart of the city, 

why are public tenants living here on subsidised rental? Why isn’t the housing stock 

there sold off to the highest bidder and housing built in the far western suburbs, 

perhaps two houses for the price of one and you can house more people by selling this 

housing stock? For a very long time that was the attitude I think probably of the 

Department of Housing, both Labor and Liberal governments’ attitude towards Millers 

Points. It also had been at various times towards the Glebe estate, which we took over 

from the Commonwealth, and of Woolloomooloo, which we had initiated, because 

various new brooms came in and said ‘here is all this terribly valuable land, why don’t 

we sell it and we can build a whole lot more housing stock for low income people 

elsewhere?’

41:38 The other thing, I suppose, that happened was that there did become a 

recognition eventually, and this is perhaps later than my time, of Millers Point as being 

something quite unique. That it had been a company town, that it had been preserved 

because of the Maritime Services Board involvement of being a landlord, an accident of 

history if you like but it meant that an awful lot of housing from a very early period had 

been kept in pretty reasonable condition. While government had made a big hoo-ha and 

spent lots of money in The Rocks area why weren’t they doing it in Millers Point? The 

dilemma being that Millers Point was a dormitory suburb and Sydney Cove 

Redevelopment Authority area wasn’t, although there had been people who had been 

dispossessed and moved on and in fact been rehoused by the Housing Commission, 

later the Department of Housing. 

42:42 So there had always been this undercurrent and at various times in my 

involvement in Millers Point, and previously and post my involvement, there has been an 

attempt to sell off commercial properties. I don’t know in the end whether any of them 

were, I think some of them may well have been, they certainly went onto the market at 

one stage but were withdrawn because, I guess, because of political concern about 

causing problems. There has always been that attitude that the commercial properties 

there ought to be sold, it is not the business of the Department of Housing to be 

involved in commercial properties. However, of course, in its original brief the 

Department of Housing had in fact built shops because nobody else was going to, but it 
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was seen that, okay, the shops were there, they were operating, or not as the case may 

be, what did the Department of Housing have to do with them? But again always the 

stumbling block came back to being the commercial so-called boarding houses, how 

commercial were they and if you sold them off to the highest bidder would they remain 

as boarding houses or would they become something else?

Right. Interesting situation. What did you actually recommend then to your superiors in the 
Department of Housing what should be done about Millers Point after you had done that 
survey?

44:07 Well, we recommended, I suppose, that all of the housing stock should be 

brought up to current housing expectations but that particular dwellings needed 

particular attention because of their heritage, either association with families and past 

deeds or because of the age and uniqueness of individual dwellings. As I say, I was 

somewhat of a pragmatist, and perhaps a lot more a pragmatist then than perhaps I 

would be now. In some of the housing I was prepared to alter it internally so that it did 

provide better bathrooms and kitchens than perhaps would necessarily have been done 

by heritage architects now, but having said that, there was always a concern in those 

houses which we identified as being of high value that we would do our upmost to 

bring them up to heritage housing standards and that would mean spending extra 

money.

Is this where you ran into a block with your superiors because they didn’t want to spend the 
money - is that what you are saying?

45:21 It fell on stony ground, I guess it is fair to say. Constantly the answer was,  ‘Get 

on and do what you can do, we will think about it.’ I mean it wasn’t a no, but it wasn’t a 

yes. ‘Get on and do what you can do,’ and of course we were doled out money. I mean I 

couldn’t just pull money from anywhere - it was a question of being allocated and each 

year one had to put up a proposition to the financial controller to say, ‘We think we can 

do this in the next financial year, will you give us the money?’

That was mainly about getting the white ants out and all that sort of thing?

46:07 Well it was about that, but to my mind it was about making the housing stock 

healthy, it was bringing kitchens and bathrooms up to current standards, eliminating 

white ant damage if there was and rising damp, or falling damp as I say, from holes in 

roofs or leaking roofs and penetrations and so on and trying to bring them up to 

standard. But generally in a rehabilitation we would look at bringing the housing stock 
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up to late 1980s expectations so that there were sufficient power points and so on in 

the houses and that the houses were dry, waterproof, et cetera.

Were all the tenants and the people that owned those houses in agreement with your views?

46:55 Not all of them, no, but the majority were. In some cases some people said, ‘I’m 

not moving, I don’t want to,’ in other cases people were more than happy to move but 

wanted certain assurances, I suppose, that they would be going back into a similar or 

better situation, which mostly we could do, in fact in all cases we could do.

Would it be fair to say that the people of Millers Point felt threatened by these moves?

47:29 They certainly did in the beginning because they hadn’t experienced it and it 

was seen as an outside body coming in telling them what to do and after all they’d been 

there for three or four generations, or whatever it might be. So it wasn’t always easy 

and we had to cajole, beg, whatever, but we had always done that in all of the other 

sites. I mean in some cases people were perfectly happy to move out and go to 

Department of Housing accommodation elsewhere. In the odd case people were happy 

to move out full stop and didn’t take accommodation, a very odd case. In some cases 

they just wouldn’t move and we left them alone, after all we couldn’t force people out. 

Well we could, but it wouldn’t have been any good. Some people were less happy than 

others but I think it is fair to say certainly of the people we did move and re-house they 

were more than happy.

Did the residents at the time though feel that the Department of Housing was trying to 
change the demographics of the area?

48:35 Yes they did, I think that is absolutely fair to say and in some cases it was 

inevitable that it was going to happen. The pressure always was to look at the 

circumstances of people who were housed in Millers Point and in some cases a large 

house may have only have had one or two people in it and there were certainly a lot of 

people on the Department of Housing’s waiting list who required the three or four-

bedroomed house that these two people were living in. So there was some pressure 

there, but I wasn’t personally involved in that because the management of the housing 

was outside what I was doing and the negotiations of making houses vacant was 

outside what I was doing.

Do you think the threat was exacerbated by the fact that there was another problem 
happening, which was the landladies’ battle, and that was an additional pressure on them?
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49:40 I’m sure. I mean it was a great rumour factory and no matter how...I mean part 

of the reason we went down to Millers Point and opened an office down there - and 

we had done this on all of our other sites and it had worked terrifically - was to let 

people know that we weren’t doing things in secret in a high-rise office in the middle of 

the city and dumping things on people. I mean there was an open invitation that they 

could come in and see what we were doing any time and some of them did. We also 

had the Housing people who were managing the housing stock down there on site, that 

was pretty anew and didn’t happen very much, it used to happen in the early days of 

the Housing Commission but it certainly wasn’t happening in more recent times. So 

they had access to the information because we were there, because they could see us 

and meet with us and knew that it wasn’t being done behind closed doors in secret, 

and they could talk to the Housing officers directly, but as always people don’t believe 

you when you tell them the truth - they want to invent another story, some secret deal 

that is being done with somebody or other. I think yes, it is fair to say that because 

Shirley Ball and crew were pretty vociferous and went to the press at the drop of a hat 

that it did cause a lot of concern to other people.

51:07 Mind you there were people down there, and as I said before, as I think tends to 

happen there is quite often counter points of view and counter organizations - some of 

them hated Shirley Ball with a deadly hate and they approached us and said, ‘She is 

doing terrible things; you should be listening to us.’ We said, ‘Well we’ve got to listen to 

everybody.’ But because she had both Minister Schipp’s, later as he became, ear and also 

was able to manifest some pretty good headlines from time-to-time she certainly was 

heard and I think it did destabilise the situation because people said, ‘What really is 

going on if Shirley Ball is saying these things, what is really going on?’

How would you characterise the Millers Point community, how would you describe it?

51:59 Well as I’ve said before it is a company town. Certainly most of the people 

down there knew each other in some way or other, because they were related, because 

they hated each other, because they worked with each other, or whatever. Certainly, like 

a mining town, company town, people knew each other and families knew each other 

for many generations and so, as I say, I characterise it as a company town. So that 

people coming in from the outside to tell them what to do with their housing was 

confrontational and new tenants coming in who had absolutely no association, they felt, 
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with Millers Point, or with their families, or the families that were there before them 

was also confrontational. That is something we tried as best we could to counter but 

yes, it must have been confrontational if you were on a wicket and had been for 

umpteen generations and your parents and their parents before them had dealt with 

the Maritime Services Board - a new organisation coming in which was seen as a 

welfare housing organisation who housed people who were not only poor and 

destitute but sometimes had problems, physical, mental, whatever, was confrontational 

and some of them objected to that mightily.

The people of Millers Point today still feel a sense of threat because the Department of 
Housing is increasing the rents in a formula that they have, based on income. It is going up 
again and it means finally they are going to be paying up to $500 a week for a house if their 
income reaches a $1,000, so they feel threatened again. So is this historic?

53:52 Well I think they were on a very good wicket when they were managed by the 

Maritime Services Board and unfortunately when you go off a good wicket it hurts, and 

I’m sure it must hurt. The big dilemma is, I suppose, the Department of Housing always 

felt that if people were working and could afford to pay a market rent they should pay a 

market rent, whereas the Maritime Services Board said, ‘We are treating you really as 

part of the company. This is company housing - it is subsidised.’ So when that changes 

and when the attitude changes – yes, it must be very difficult, but in the end a lot of 

these people I suppose have never been exposed to the real world, as it were, and they 

find it difficult to come to terms with, when suddenly the proportion of money they 

have to pay out in rent is a lot, lot more than it had been.

In terms of your own achievements as far as Millers Point is concerned what do you feel are 
your greatest achievements there?

55:06 Well I think the greatest achievement was recognising and presenting to the 

Department of Housing the fact that we were dealing with a very particular and 

precious piece of housing stock. They didn’t necessarily want to hear that message but 

there certainly was amongst a lot of people a recognition that was so. The concern, 

however, where was the money going to come from because the corollary of 

recognising that it is an important piece of heritage housing stock is to be able to afford 

to do something about it and government departments generally had been charged 

with looking after their own assets - there were no extra funds coming from anywhere.

Were you disappointed by the fact that you didn’t get full support from the government to 
tackle the problems?
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56:00 I suppose I was disappointed, yes, certainly in the Greiner Government period 

because the rules of the game changed. Obviously that is always disappointing, but that 

is also life. I was also disappointed by the fact that the Department of Housing 

directors changed and the attitude obviously changed there. I mean we had an interim 

situation after Michael Ayres got the boot, I suppose, where Dick Flint came in, he was 

an old Housing Commission person but he was really just a caretaker until Peter 

Dransfield came in. Peter, nice guy that he was, really had absolutely no background in 

public housing, had a lot of background in building and knew all about that, but again 

couldn’t really see the welfare housing side of things. I suppose he again wanted to try 

and follow the Greiner Government line which was to try and contain costs, rather 

than spend lots of money on something they didn’t particularly think was valuable. So 

that was a disappointment, yes.

Was that one of the reasons you left the Department of Housing?

57:17 Well it was one of the reasons, I suppose. What was happening of course, as 

always happens when governments change, somebody comes in with a new idea, let’s 

do it differently to the way we did it last week, and I had worked practically all of my 

time in the Department of Housing and Housing Commission in an independent 

project team, which was multi-disciplinary. For whatever reason the new broom in 1989 

decided that they were going to bring it all back together again, they were now going to 

have another Architect’s Branch, or Design Branch, as they called it, which had been the 

old model before and which I didn’t really think would get that sort of job done. I in 

fact was the Manager of the Design Branch designate for the two or three months 

before I left, so I in fact became what I had never wanted to be. Also the determination 

was that the Department of Housing would move out to one grand new office out at 

Liverpool, whereas I had always spent all my life in the Department of Housing and 

Housing Commission in these small independent offices in the middle of the city. I 

wasn’t interested in going to Liverpool and I really wasn’t interested in going back, as I 

saw it, fifteen years to a situation where one had a sort of Design Branch which was 

going to be emaciated anyway because the government and the organisation itself 

wasn’t interested any longer in doing what I had been interested in doing.

59:25   END OF TAPE MP-FH39 SIDE B
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00:02 START OF TAPE MP-FH40: SIDE A

00:03 Tape identification

Graeme there are quite a few plans by the government to build a huge amount of housing and 
office space down on the Patricks wharves - Patricks is there now but they are actually 
vacating, so there will be 25,000 people coming in they say, living at Millers Point. Can I have 
your opinion on what that might do for the precinct?

00:45 Well I think it is interesting again the conjunction of history because after all 

when the Plague scare in 1901 came about there was a huge housing demolition and 

reconstruction of wharves and so on, and a dramatic change to the shore line and so 

on, of the area. To some extent I am sure that will happen again because those docks 

that were built as a result of the 1901 et cetera clearance have outlived their 

usefulness, or the government has seen they want to take it elsewhere. So yes, it will be 

a dramatic change because it will mean all of the trucks and containers and workers 

and machinery and so on that is down there now will go and in its place will be 

something quite different. The government schemes of course for Darling Harbour East, 

or whatever they are calling it, is at this stage an ideas competition, as I understand 

they’ve engaged a couple of the people who were seen to be the better ones to take 

their designs a bit further, but in the end it is only going to be master planning - it 

doesn’t necessarily represent what will be there, certainly not in their current form 

they are very much ideas. 

02:13 Yes, it will have a huge impact, I’m sure, on Millers Point, although remembering 

again a lot of it is down at Hickson Road level perhaps and occupying space of the 

existing wharves and so the connection between those is a little tenuous perhaps on 

that side because the majority of the Millers Point housing is further up the hill. But yes, 

I imagine it will, just in terms of the continued building activity which is never easy to 

take and the fact that I imagine there will be a huge difference in the demographic of 

the people who may well move in there. It may well again, of course, put pressure back 

on to the Millers Point housing as being something where governments will see again 

dollar signs in their eyes and want to sell it off and do something else with it. The 

dilemma, I suppose, has always been on the one hand this housing stock of heritage 
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value and I think that is probably accepted and recognised, but the question is whether 

it should be occupied by low-income earners and that will probably be the fight that 

will happen again.

What you can see happen in Millers Point would be that you have these low-income earners in 
existing terrace housing stock and you’ll have very wealthy people down on East Darling 
Harbour. You have them in Walsh Bay, and you have pockets of them in Kent Street, the old 
Esso Building. So is this going to fragment the community even more, do you think?

03:57 Well yes, and this is again a concern I suppose that I have, but increasingly it is 

happening in the world at large that like like to live amongst like, they don’t like to be 

salt and peppered. We are increasingly experiencing I suppose the horrible American 

phenomena of gated communities and certainly we are experiencing the communities 

of wealth who exclude, not necessarily by gates but by all sorts of other means, others. 

To some extent that is the way things happen and I think it probably will put more and 

more pressure on the existing tenants of Millers Point - I don’t know, but I think it 

probably will. As I say the dilemma still comes back to whether governments see it as 

being the right thing to do to have low-income earners who sometimes have their own 

problems occupying houses of great historic significance and worth and value.

Do you think any government is big enough to be able to embrace this?

05:13 I think it probably does need to have a different attitude, but whether that 

means that it becomes a different organisation than it is at the moment I don’t know. 

Increasingly, of course, the welfare housing organisation is becoming the desperate 

welfare housing organization - it is really housing people who are less and less able to 

house themselves or even to be housed and that is a huge problem for, I believe the 

Department of Housing management because they are not building a great amount of 

new housing stock - certainly not keeping up with the demands and increasingly the 

people they are housing are people who are in greater and greater need. Now that is 

not good for the physical housing stock itself and so this is where the dilemma comes. 

Unfortunately, of course, people who are interested in heritage are not always 

interested in welfare housing cases, they see the housing stock as being far more 

valuable than people. This is a balancing act the Department of Housing, Housing 

Commission before it, has always tried to achieve - in some cases successfully, in some 

cases not successfully.

So what do you think is the future for Millers Point the way you see it?



06:37 The future that I’d like to see is that there is some resolution between the 

welfare housing needs and the existing tenants and the housing stock. I don’t think it 

should become a total welfare housing estate, nor do I think it should become 

something that is sold off to the highest bidder, but that means intense and skilful and 

probably expensive management. I believe that’s the price that we as a society have to 

pay if we want to keep valuable heritage housing stock because unlike some of the 

other historic houses that we have kept we have kept them as museums or preserved 

in aspic, or whatever, for uses other than those for which they were originally built. 

Housing, for it be viable as housing, however, does have to change and that again is the 

dilemma of managing historic dwellings and yet allowing people to live in the comfort 

to which they have become accustomed.

Some people are saying that Millers Point is probably the very last original housing stock left in 
Australia.

08:00 It could be. Certainly there are some old houses in Woolloomooloo and there 

are some old houses elsewhere in the inner suburbs, but yes, it probably is. There are 

some pre-1840 houses in Millers Point, which is pretty rare.

Let’s hope it all goes well for Millers Point. Is there anything else you wanted to add?

08:27 Well I’ve only got to agree with that. It is not only for Millers Point, the houses, 

the dead bricks and mortar, but also for Millers Point, the existing community of people, 

I feel for them as well.

Well I feel for the whole of Australia because it is such an important precinct isn’t it. It is 
history and some of our interviewees have said they are killing history at Millers Point.

08:54 Well it is living history and that is the dilemma, to keep the history living.

Well thank you very much for your contribution Graeme.

09:13 END OF INTERVIEW WITH GRAEME GOODSELL AND END OF TAPE MP-
FH40 SIDE A.




